ADOBE LOOS & WORMS
Organic Waste & Wastewater Treatment Systems

Nature Loo Classic 1000
The Classic 1000 is the deluxe version of the Classic 750. The pedestal is fibreglass and a
warm white colour. It is supplied with a honey oak timber seat. The standard toilet is
supplied with a trolley to facilitate the rotation of the chambers. It has larger composting
chambers than the Classic 750.
The Classic 1000 is popular because of the attractive pedestal shaped much
like a flushing toilet, coupled with the simplicity of design and ease of
operation. The Classic 1000 is approved in all states and is Australian
Standards 1546.2 certified.
Apart from the external vent pipe and absorption trench materials, which
cost about $80 to buy locally, the Classic range comes complete, including
pedestal and seat. To install the Classic 1000 the toilet floor must be a
minimum of 1 m above the ground.

Included in the standard Classic 1000 - 3 Package:






Warm white fibreglass pedestal and timber seat.
3 composting chambers (85 cm high x 80 cm maximum diameter).
Waste connecting chute (70 cm in length - can be cut by you to suit your requirements).
Ventilation system including 12 volt air fan and transformer.
Easy to follow installation and maintenance manual.

Price : $3,935
Capacity: 5-6 people on a permanent basis
The Classic 1000 - 2 Package includes all components of the Classic 1000 - 3 but has only 2 composting
chambers. The 2 chamber toilet is only suitable for 3 people plus visitors. An additional chamber can
however be added later should this be necessary.
Price : $3,485
Capacity: 3-4 on a permanent basis
CLASSIC 1000 OPTIONS

Trolley : The Chamber Trolley can be purchased for Classic 1000 by $215.
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